Sleep-wake patterns of seizures in children with lesional epilepsy.
This study examined diurnal patterns of seizures and their occurrence during wakefulness and sleep in children with lesional focal epilepsy. We reviewed 332 consecutive children with lesional focal epilepsy and video-electroencephalogram monitoring during a 3-year period. Data were analyzed in relationship to clock time, wakefulness/sleep, and seizure localization. The distribution of lesions in 66 children (259 seizures) included mesial temporal, 29%; neocortical temporal, 18%; frontal, 29%; parietal, 13.5%; and occipital, 12%. Seizures in patients with frontal lesions occurred mostly during sleep (72%). Seizures in mesial temporal (64%), neocortical temporal (71%), and occipital (66%) lesional epilepsy occurred mostly during wakefulness. Temporal lobe seizures occurred more frequently during wakefulness (66%), compared with extratemporal seizures (32%) (odds ratio, 2.67; 95% confidence interval, 1.61-4.42). Temporal lobe seizures peaked between 9:00 am and noon and 3:00-6:00 pm, whereas extratemporal seizures peaked between 6:00-9:00 am. Sleep, not clock time, provides a more robust stimulus for seizure onset, especially for frontal lobe seizures. Temporal lobe seizures are more frequent during wakefulness than are extratemporal seizures. Circadian patterns of seizures may provide additional diagnostic and treatment options, such as differential medication dosing and sleep-schedule adjustments.